ACG Agenda

Fall 2022 – November 7, 2022

Tiffany Prizzi, Crystal Orr, Saichi Oba, Laura Welch, Angie Hammond, Josefina Barajas, Anna Chow, Stacey Smith-Colon, Samantha Gizerian, Samantha Gizerian, Tami Vik, Chrisi Kincaid, Alecia Hoene, Ruth Ryan, Michelle Lewis, Nikolai Sublett, Morann Johnson, Bob James, Sian Ritchie, LeAnn Tibbals, Tom Sanford, Terese King, Lisa Hunter,

I. Area & Subcommittee Updates – All
   a. DEIJ Subcommittee
      • Laura-DEIJ advisor training or curriculum, bullet points on job descriptions, getting meetings scheduled with colleagues.
   b. Advisor Search Updates
      • Not seeing many qualified candidates-this is impacting workloads. Many colleges have open unfilled searches as well. Global Campus is seeing much higher applicant numbers due to being 100% remote. CCOB (as well as other Departments’) current open positions have the capacity to be remote. We all need to be mindful of the burden that can place on coworkers working in the office and on students who prefer meeting face to face.
      • The recent student satisfaction survey revealed that students do want to see advisors face to face more and they want to see more open office hours.
      • Some departments are able to utilize Graduate Assistants or Peer Mentors to help ease the advising load on staff. Other departments utilize Group Advising.
      • Refine our systems so that students may be able utilize self-service tools more effectively.
      • A student self-service task force has been formed and there will be more to come. (Nikolai has volunteered to be a student rep)
   c. UAAEC – No Updates, did not meet this month-substituted for Advising Directors Meeting.
      • Transfer Center- Hired a Program Coordinator, starting on 11/21/22 Viktoria Ramos.
      • CAS-late-start classes in SP 2023
      • Honors- Priority Registration opened today.
      • OAE: Hired Randall Bennett-Director for College Access and Transition Programs. Kelly Demand will be leaving her position.
      • Global- Search for advisor 2. 50% up in new enrollment. Using Slate robustly.
      • COE- wrapping up a search currently. Sending information to advising 411 page.
      • Everett-full staff of advisors currently. Searching for a Registrars position.
      • Athletics- Currently a couple searches for open positions.
      • CCOB- Had no qualified applicants in advisor search. Seeing higher responses from sending out communication to students through Mail Chimp (Sending out FAQ’s, How To’s, information on advising and registration) Targeted student’s groups available to send to i.e., un-enrolled, and enrolled students who are assigned to Stacey.
II. Advisor Wellness Program Inquiry – Angie  
- What are other Colleges doing? CCOB amplifier program shares some resources. As we move forward let’s share with others what we are doing.

III. Pullman - Advising Decoupling Update – Terese King  
- Some misinformation has been going on possibly within departments. The conversation of de-coupling came about from NSP Leadership at the time. As leadership changes, so do plans. We need concrete steps in place in order to move forward with strength in this project. Needs more planning and thoughtful conversations from Leadership in enrollment management.  
- Organizational changes in enrollment management. More seamless pathway from recruitment to enrollment to orientation. Michelle Lewis is taking on New Student Enrollment.  
- Welcome more guidance and support on a decoupling model. Reach out to Alecia Hoene to join a working group.

IV. Pullman - Spring NCO Updates/Timelines? – Stacey Smith-Colon  
- New students for Spring will be able to register in December (appt links on December 1st). January 6th is the next date for NCO (in Lighty). The registered list of students can be provided at any time from Michelle.  
- Each college oversees their own calendars and students. Students are already starting to register.  
- OAE will be supporting students with registration labs in December.

Reminders:  
- ACADA Voting Due Nov. 14  
- Spring Forum Proposals Due Nov. 28th  
- Reinstatement Training (Pullman) – Dec. 13, 9 – 11:00 am, CUE 319 (Zoom link for remote will come out a week prior)